2003 bmw 525i transmission

Buy used BMW transmission from our network that offers up to a two-year warranty on qualified
units! We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used BMW transmissions for all applications
including gas and diesel engines. Buy your used BMW transmissions from us and save time
and money. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines and
transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and
Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of
purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used transmission on our
website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we will find perfect used
engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have
a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search
Transmission. Stock Number : TCI. More Information. Stock Number : TCL. Fits : Automatic
Transmission; 6 Speed , 4. Stock Number : TCG. Fits : Automatic Transmission; 4. Fits :
Automatic Transmission; 8 speed, 2. Stock Number : TCK. You will be surprised at the prices we
quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality used
engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from. Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
The i manages to do almost everything well. It's a fun-to-drive sports sedan with punchy
performance and crisp handling, yet it's as quiet, comfortable and refined as we expect a luxury
car to be. This version of the 5 Series was the highest scoring vehicle we'd ever tested at that
time, and many of our testers remembered it fondly for years after we sold it. There are 4 recalls
on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability
Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor.
Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware.
Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17
potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment
and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to
provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a
specific year. If the steering rod detaches from the steerable wheel knuckle, it can cause sudden
loss of steering control, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details. The steering center
rods may have an insufficient ball pin pull force that may allow the rods to detach from the
steering knuckle. What should you do:. ZF has notified the parts distributors, instructing them
to inform the end customer. ZF will reimburse them for the affected parts. The recall began
August 28, Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. An inflator explosion may
result in sharp metal fragments striking the driver or other occupants resulting in serious injury
or death. This recall affects certain vehicles where the original steering wheel has been replaced
with the optional sports steering wheel. The sports steering wheel has a frontal air bag inflator
that may explode due to propellant degradation occurring after long-term exposure to high
absolute humidity, temperature and temperature cycling. BMW will notify owners, and dealers
will inspect the vehicle for an optional sports steering wheel with an affected inflator. Dealers
will replace the air bag module as necessary, free of charge. The recall began March 14, Owners
may contact BMW customer service at In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the
driver's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture with metal fragments striking the driver or
other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Please note that the 5-series and X5
vehicles are only included if they are equipped with the optional sports steering wheel. The
affected vehicles are equipped with a dual-stage driver frontal air bag that may be susceptible to
moisture intrusion which, over time, could cause the inflator to rupture. BMW will notify owners,
and dealers will replace the front driver air bag module, free of charge. The recall began Aug
Note: This recall supersedes recall 14V in its entirety. Additionally, vehicles that have had their
driver side frontal air bag replaced previously as part of a recall remedy need to have their air
bag replaced under this recall as well. Those vehicles were mistakenly identified as including
the air bags that are subject to this recall. This condition could cause the fan motor to become
inoperative, or cause the motor circuit board in the assembly to overheat, potentially leading to

a fire in the engine compartment. This recall involves aftermarket parts sold by Valeo. A
metal-oxide semiconductor may overheat due to insufficient screwing of the semiconductor on
the aluminum heat sink. This primary failure could cause adjacent components on the fan
assembly motor circuit board to overheat and short. Valeo will notify owners and replace the
fans free of charge. The safety recall began on August 22, This recall is being conducted by
Valeo, not by BMW. For further information, owners may contact Valeo at Show More. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the 5 Series. Overview Overview. Starting MSRP.
Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission 5-speed manual. Fuel tank
capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature Power Feature
Power mirrors yes Reverse tilt passenger mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes
4 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes external temperature
display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions 10
-way power passenger seat yes bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes
height adjustable driver seat yes Front shoulder room Front leg room Rear shoulder room
Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Length in. Curb weight lbs. Cargo
capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear
track Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent
suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 6 yr. Roadside 4 yr.
Inventory See 5 Series Inventory. Sign Up. See 5 Series Inventory. Such is the case with
automobiles, as many of us can relate who read this site daily. So a car like this BMW i with the
Sport Package for sale in Philadelphia could be an ideal compromise for those lusting after an
M5 but who may not have an M5-sized budget. Equipped with a 5-speed manual gearbox, it will
help make the most of the horsepower produced by the 2. Year : Model : i Sport Package Engine
: 2. This car looks to have been very well maintained and serviced by the previous owner. Low k
Original, true highway miles less than 10k miles per year average. Much lower than average
travel by all standards which is k miles per year average. This is a perfect Ultimate Driving
machine which is great on space and camping commutes while still delivering the sports feel
and BMW drive. Extremely rare find on 5-Speed Manual Transmission!!! Engine sounds great, it
is quiet and pulls strong. It yields very good MPG on the highway. No Leaks No Strange noises.
Clutch is tight and grips extremely well you can change gears with minimum effort, GearBox is
smooth and very responsive. Exterior is beautiful, the car shines like new, it looks very clean
and well kept. Overall the exterior I would rate Excellent 9. Interior is clean and has been well
maintained. There appears minimal wear on the seating upholstery. Tires seem to have some
tread remaining, RIMS show very minimal wearâ€¦.. The next owner will surely enjoy this one for
many years to come. Good Luck and Happy Bidding! This is a smoke-free automobile. There is
no damage evident on this vehicle. This is a garage kept vehicle. The engine on this vehicle is
running properly. The mileage represented on this vehicle is accurate. There are no signs of
prior damage on this vehicle. Vehicle has minor dings on the exterior body. This vehicle has a
smooth shifting transmission. All power equipment is functioning properly. The interior is clean
and in good condition. There is plenty of the tire tread remaining. If you have any questions
about this or any of my other auctions please feel free to contact Tony via e-mail or you can call
me at Thank you for your interest and I look forward to hearing from you. The car embodied
everything that made me love BMWs in the first place. A smooth gearchange, progressive
clutch, an engine willing to rev and decent handling. It all added up to make for a compelling
and lusty package in the mid-sized luxury segment. This example looks good for having over k
miles on the clock but the price could prove to be a tad bit strong, as it is verging in on the
range normally reserved for V8 and M versions of the E That was a i only thing. The lesser
models had the regular sports packages. Somebody bought the aero package and added after
the fact. M-sports have black headliners and m door sills. If this existed I think we would see a
lot more of them. Yup, was never offered with that package, only late model i and i. Thanks
everyone, post has been edited accordingly. Hard to keep track of these package nuances at
timesâ€¦. Have an older e39 6sp, and do not let the kids drive the v8. This would be a nice
compromise because, overall, this model is a really nice package. Friends alway say they can
not believe my car is nearing vintage plates. The front and rear bumpers look like cheap
aftermarket replicas of the M-sport package. The rear one is strang
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ely shaped and the front one has filled in plastic where there should be a gap next to the lower
spots. Proceed with caution. Enter your email address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post
public classified advertisements. As a practice we rehost images and ad copy to preserve the
listing for future reference. If you would like additional attribution for your work, or wish to
remove your listing from our site, we are happy to accommodate. Please email us:
germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not represent these vehicles and our opinion
on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are not responsible for these items in any way.
Estimates on price and values expressed in our posts are solely the opinion of the writers.
Thank you for your understanding. Mat October 6, at pm. Paul October 6, at pm. Eric October 7,
at am. Craig October 7, at am. Chris E. October 7, at pm. Frankford Ave. John October 7, at pm.
Search for: Search. Your email will not be sold or spammed, we promise!

